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How i-·happened

students get
the shaft
•

by Maryann L. Cross
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

What goes up doesn't always
come down at UCF.
The elev a tor in the
Humanities and Fine Arts
building has become a
continuous source of frustration
for students, faculty and staff .
Sam Stornelli, a senior
psycho1ogy student who is
This is the·silver Chevorlet that crossed the center line on Alafaya
confined to a wheelchair, was
Trail Sunday night. The driver was killed instantly.
unable to get to his class in the
HFA building on Feb. 12, 14
and 17 because the elevator was
broken.
"Living in a mechanical
silver Chevrolet, driven by David 0 .
world like I do, you have to
Underwood, who attended UCF last
depend .on machines," said
by Tim Ball
fall, struck a southbound blue
Stornelli. "When the machines
NEWS EDITOR
Suzuki jeep.
break down, I feel like my life is
· "For unknown reasons the Chevy
not under my control
A head-on collis.ion between two crossed the center line and struck
anymore."
A silver Chevy
driven by
cars on Alafaya Trail late Sunday the Suzuki.
Stornelli also missed a class in
Underwood
left a former UCF student dead and
"The driver of the Chevy expired
the Education building on Feb.
heads north on
two
other
people
injured.
Officials
21 because he could not get
at
the time of impact," Trooper
Alafaya Troll.
·suspect drinking was the cause of Warren B. Peck of the FHP said.
down fron the second floor of
the accident.
the HFA building. He waited an
The two people in the jeep were
..
Accordi n g to th e F lorid a
hour and a half for the e1evator.
i
~
. Hi ghway Pa trol, a north bound
Finally six students helped
SEE ACCIDENT, PAGE 6
Jeff Glick/Central Florida Future
Stornelli reach the ground level
by carrying him-in his
wheelchair-down the stairs.
Describing the incident ,
Stornelli said, "It was
adminiStrators on the " enterprise of
dangerous for everyone by Kelly Ruff
education."
involved. One false step and CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Davidson opened his 45-minute lecture
someone could have been
acknowledging the "education is an iss4e
seriously hurt."
with national consensus." However, he was
Students have had problems
"Some can't function is a society where
quick to point out "that while the spirit is
with the HF A elelator in past literacy is a fundamental requirement for
willing, the flesh-budget-seems to be a little
semesters as well. Randy Weeks, advancement," said Ralph P. Davidson
weak."
a post-graduate political science during a lecture Tuesday afternoon in the
Davidson agreed with the latest report on
major, uses crutches and braces Student Center Auditorium.
the state of education but also said "that the
to get around campus or drives
Davidson, a 31-year associate with Time
national average is improving for those
Inc. and currently chairman of the board,
C?o!100 ~/Central~ Fuhre
SEE ELEVA!OR, PAGE 4 . lectured to UCF students, teachers and
SEE.DAVIDSON, PAGE 3
Davdison

Man dies in crash

•

,•

.Big boss says learning is lax

(•

•

'Uniyersity's first student retires
by Debbie Dent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
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Teeter-totter

·Adam Chrzan/Central Florida Future

Members of Lambda Chi Alpha and Delta Delta Delta held
a teeter-totter marathon last week

·.

Weather

WARMER.
High 78 Low 5~

The Arctic air th t threw us
back into winter should be
losing some of its feroc.ity
over the next few days.
Keep faith, Spnng should
be back soon. Highs in the
mid to upper 7Os and lows
in the mid 50s.

J.C. Kinsey is a short man with white hair and
blue eyes that twinkle. Some of his co-workers
called him the Douglas Fairbanks Jr. of the
library. Some of the co-workers called him
Shorty. One of his co-workers called him her
husband .
The two library employees met in 1968. In
1969 Dr. Charl es Millican, president of then
Florida Technilogi ca l University, married them.
After working for the university for over 17
yea rs Ki nsey retired F riday . He began wo rking

for the university in 1966, befored it opened.
FTU had space in a downtown building to get
supplies organized. Kinsey was in charge of
checking incoming bo~es to see if the correct
books were sent. In 1968 when · the university
opened, Kinsey had checked through more than
1,000 boxes of books and became the first
student when his name was drawn from a hat.
While in charge of binding and mending boo~~s,
Kinsey took one class per quarter but stopp.ed
before he earned a degree.
"He is a stickler for details, " said Sharron
Meadows, serials assistant. He is very conscious
about his work.

SEE KINSEY, PAGE 7
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Murf the Surf visits UCF. 3

Baseb a ll takes two of
three. 16

TO ADVERTISE CALL 275· 2865
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Pianos victimized by 'bangers'

Correction$
i

•

•

• .Due to en editing error, a story about Chlamydia in
Thursday's Central Florida Future incorrectly stated that
tests for the disease cost $7 at the Student H~lth Center.
The tests actually cost $12, and a student's Health Fee
con be applied toward that cost.
' • Due to a production error, the story "McHugh's life is
UCF baseball" in Thursday's newspaper contained the
wrong byline. The story was written by Mark Deichtman.
• 'The photo or Martin Luther King Ill on the front page of
Thursday's paper was taken by Mike Gluckman.
• ·Due to a reporting error, the story "Slow moving
refunds will ge slower" may have misled readers to
. believe that it is possible to drop a class otter
Add/Drop period and still get a refund. Students are
allowed to withdraw form a class up to the halfway point
of the semester, but can receive no ·
refund after the first week of school.

me

•

The Central Florida Future regrets these errors.

•

•

by Audrey Nasr
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Damaged pianos in music practice rooms on campus
calls for increased security, the musi~ department
chariman said.
Pianos found scarred with cigarette burns, with
broken benches and keys drenched with soft drinks are
nothing new, according to department chairman
Bruce Whisler.
Whisler, who has been with the music department
since ] 97 l, said the vandalism "has contributed to a
general decline of the pianos."
''.We're studying additional ways to address the
problem," he said.
Already, the doors of the practice rooms that were
once left open on weekends are no~_Jocked.

And the question of whether to allow only music
majors or students enrolled in music classes to practice
in the rooms is popping up more and mqre, a~cording
to Dan Flick, a senior and music major.
Flick, who is also chairman of the Student Advisory
Committee, said he is "99.9 percent sure" that those
responsible for the vandalism in the practice rooms are.
non-music majors .
"I think music is great and everyone should be able
to dabble at it, but why should we (music department)
have to pay for the damage?" Flick asked. "That's
unreasonable."
He said "bangers" on the pianos are also most likely
non-music majors. Ba.ngers, he said, are those who hit
the piano keys so hard it causes the instrument to go
out of tune. And again, the music department pays.

SEE VANDALISM, PAGE 5

'Murf the Surf' talks
about life as ~ jewel
thief and murderer
by Mike Carr
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jack 'Murf the Surf' Murphy's speech on chain gang
religion convinced several doubters that the murderer
had become a born-again Christian, according to
interviews with members of the audience that heard
Murphy speak at UCF last Thursday.
"I was cynical at first," Martha Stallings, a singer in
a christian-rock band, said. "But he gave an incredible
presentation, and I'm sure he is living for Christ."
Debbie Hansen, business man<,lgement: said she was
skeptical of Murphy's sincerity before the speech
because she had a hard time believing that people like
him could change. "Now rm convinced he has; you
can tell."
Lynn Montecalvo said that the thought that Murphy
had killed two women bothered her. "In my mind I
struggled and was not so sure I could forgi\le him," she
said. "But ton.ight I got a new understanding o.f God's
forgiveness."
Montecalvo revealed that some UCF students were
unhappy that Murphy was going to speak on campus.
"I was handing out announcements for the
presentation and some students refused to take them,"

Nobel prize
laureate here

MJke Gluckman/Central Florida Future

Jack "Murf the Surf" Murphy speaks to students in the Student Center Auditorium.Thursday night.
she said. "One asked me if the murderer was goir•g to
bring the two dead women with him."
Gary Montecalvo, a preacher who does volunteer
work for United Campus Ministries, said students had
shouted at him about the women Murphy had

.DAVIDSON
FROM PAGE l
I

Isaac Singer,. winner of Nobel
Prize for literature, will be
speaking at 8 p.m. this evening
in the Student Center Auditorium
on his philosophy as a Jewish
writer. Singer is author of ''Yentl:
the Yeshiva Boy," a novel which
ent on to become an awardwinning film . .

.

-

national average is improving for those
already recieving an education."
Davidson furthered his point by quoting
A.J. Parkenson: "U you average what
the starving eat, with what the overfed
consume, you get a country on a
balanced diet."
Davidson read many of the findings of
a Stanf,ord report entitled: "The
Educationally Disadvantaged; A
National Crisis." The report concluded

murdered.
"That made me doubt the man a little," he said.
- "But tonight he confirmed that he is a Christian."

SEE

~URPHY,.

PAGE 5

that "One third of the students in our
public schools are from poor and
uneducated families ... unless action is

history ," Davidson said, "yet it is time
for
moderates,
liberals
and
conser.vatives to recongize that some of
the programs that they believe are invile

taken quickly to increase the education
and social opportunities for these
children the economy will be jeopardy
when millions of young americans reach
working age without skills and thus
without any hope of advancement."

are capable of being cut if education is
to be a real priority."

Davidson devoted the heart of his
lecture towards the state of the national
budget and how Gramm-Rudma,n is
~ffecting educational fun_
d ing.
"We find ourselves caught in solving
one of the worst budget crises in

Davidson conl.u ded his lecture with
the appeal th~t "The challenge is'nt just
limited to the federal government. The
µrivate sector must become more
involved in funding and expanding
educatioal programs. Local and state
governments must continue to recognize
their central obligations to fonding and
supporting educationc~l opportunities .. .
The time. for debating about who is
responsibl~ is over."

l\ewscli~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii&Diiiiiiiiii&iiiiiiiii&iiii&
• BIG DOC COMING
U.S. Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop will be visiting
here on March 11. He will be
delivering a public address to
the UCF community on
eritical health issues of the
c'ighties. More information
will be released soon.

• TOUGHER PENAL TY
Prl'sident RC'agan signed an
<·xc•c11tivl' ordN last w('ek to
implrmrnt U.S. R<·p. Bill
M'cCol lum 's dee.1th penalty
anwi1dment into L1w. As part
of the
niforinr.d Cod<· of

•

Military Ju~tice, McCollum's
legislation creates a peacetime
espionage crime with the
possibility of a death sentence
and the restrictions necessary
to make the death penalty
constitutional. McCollum, a
Republican congressman from
Ccntml Florida, originally
offered the legislation as an
amendment to the Departml'nt
of D{'fensl' Authorization bill
on Jrnw 26, l 985.

•

SAFETY NOW
Th<' Florida Coalti~m for
, 11to ~afety Now ha: n'l<'clS<'d

"c~ns~rvative"
figures
showing that between 21 and
42 lives could be saved in
Orange County next year .w ith
the passage of a mandatory
seat belt law in Florida.
Without a seat belt law, the
coalition projects that 106
automobile •occupants will die
in car crashes in Oran·ge
Countvin 1987.

"Th~' number of lives that
will actuallv saved next yea r
ckpencls mainly on the lev~I of
public ·ornpliance with ·the
law," said Kathlcc'n Teague,

executive dire_,,ctor of the
citizens safety organization.

•FINANCIAL AID
Students who wish to
apply for a one-term
Gauranteed Student Loan to
attend the Summer term must
have their completed loan
request form and the 1985-86
ACT Family Financ'ial
Statement on file in the
Financial Aid Office by May
l, 1986.
To determine eligibility for
financial aid for th~ 1986-87

academic year, the 1986-87
ACT should be filed well in
advance of the April 1, f 986
apllication completion date.
This form and the UCF
financial aid application must
be re-filed annually to receive
continued consideration for
=g rant, loan· and work
assistance.

LINE
•• If youNEWS
have a ne:ws tip or
story idea, we'd love to hear
from you. Call the newsline at
275-2601.
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H~!P bring the world together.

Host an exchange stuaent.
THE FIVE PRIMARY
CAUSES C)f HAPPY
HOURS AT

•
_

Jeff DiGioia/Cenlral Florida Future

Sam Stornetti often has trouble getting to class in his wheelchair when the elevator in the .
Humanities and Fine Arts Building suffers one of its many breakdowns.

.ELEVATOR
FROM PAGE 1
himself in a battery-charged
scooter. During Spring 1985,
Weeks had to take a philosophy
test in another building because
the HF A elevator was broken
and he could not get t() his class.
Like Stornelli, Weeks knows
what it feels like to be ·stranded
on the second floor of the HF A
building. One day last year, he
waited after class for half an
hour for the elevator. It never
came. Two · students had to
come and give him assistance
down the stairs.
"It was because of the
generosity and concern of those
students that I managed to get
down," Weeks explained. "It's a
horrible feeling to know that

vou're stranded and there is
i ittle vou <.\an do about it."

creating a bad impression of
facilities at UCF. According to

Aude; a group of dignitaries
Dr. Ida Cook, a sociology
visiting the campus last week
professor, said the HFA elevator
was forced to use the stairwell
breaks down almost every dav .
in the HFA building because the
Ruth Aude, a secretary f~>r the
elevator was broken.
Political Science department,
Montgomery
ElevaN'>r
agreed that the elevator is
Company has the maintenance
unreliable and called the
contract for the HF A elevator.
situation deplorable.
.
Ken Lane, service manager for
Barbara Stevens, a . clerkMEC, ·said the problem has
t y pis t for the' English . been primarily with the innerdepartment, has had many
lock bars that hold the doors
problems with the HFA
open or closed. Lane said that
elevator. On one occasion
his company has replaced the
Stephens was riding in the· original inner-lock bars with
elevator when it suddenly
bars that are larger and
stopped between floors and the
stronger. Lane also said that the
doors would not open. "The
hall push-button has been the
campus police came over and
source of some of the problems
pried open the doors," Stevens
with the elevator._.
-·
said. "Then all the people in the - -Jim. -··Clark, supervisor of
and
elevator jumped down to get maintainance

out."

1. HAPPY HOUR NIGHTLY FROM
4:00 TO CLOSE.
2. D.J. EVERY NIGHT FROM 9:00
TO CLOSE.
3. GOOD FOOD AT GOOD PRICES.
4. A REFRESHING AND LIGHT
ATMOSPHERE, EASY TO RELAX
AND UNWIND IN.
_5. LIVE ENTERTAINMENT: CHAZ MIKELL .
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY FROM 9:00 TO CLOSE
HOURS

•

MON.-THURS. · 11 A.M. - 12 P.M.
FRl.-SAT.
11 A.M. -: 2 A.M.
SUN.
. Noon - 6 P.M.
.

-

•

.

LOCATED IN FASHION SQUARE MALL
BETWEEN BURDINE'S AND ROBINSON'S
898-6041

The elevator may also be

•

Video Tutors
· • An Introductory Aid toTechnlcal Education'
• Study help when you need ft

•

• Supplement the ClaSSl'.OOm

Lessons Available:
• Rent a Betq or VHS Vl~eo
Physics I
Physics II
• Introductory Concepts
-Electrical Networks I
• Kinematics
·Electrical Networks Il
: • Projectile Motion ·
• El~trical Networks III
-·Work, Energy, ·and Power
- Electrical Networks iv·
~ Jmpulse and Collisions
- Electrical Networks V ·
•Harmonic Motion and O~cillation
- Electrostatic Forces - Discrete Charges
-·Rotational.Motion I
- Electrostatic Fields · Discrete Charges
.
~Rotational Motion II
- Electric Fields From Continuous Charge Distributi'ons
· Rotational Motion III
Modem Physics
·Statics I
- First Order Perturbation Theory
·Statics II
Mathemati~: Algebra I
• Fluid Statics
·Operations On Real Numbers
• Thermoclyn8mica·"1
• Basic Concepts of Algebra
. Thermodyn•• 11
-Equa~ons
· Jf•t Transfer ·
-Relations and Functions :

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

II

·• Available·a.t the·Student Government Kios·K

.•Rental.$·5.()0 for 24 hours
•Taught by U:CF ·F aculty

•

•

The Central Florido Future, March 4, 1986,
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Pl.\Ni\lli\ POSITIONS AVAILABLE
,)Jltll ··~·--~ .

°FROM PAGE 3

Sherry Miller, president of an
anti-abortion group, said she
feels
that
skeptics
overemphasize Murphy's past.
"They should put more
attention on the good that has
resulted from the bad," she
said.
She added Murphy wasn't
obligated to go into details
about the murder.
"That's between him and
God," she said. She said she
thought that Murphy showed a ·
- - - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ! g r e a t deal of courage for
standing in front of people and
saying he was convicted for

"A lot of people write
convicts off as losers," he said,
"but the men's testimonies are
proof that there is hope for
everyone."
,
Montecalvo
supported
Murphy's plea for support of
rehabilitation prog~ams in
prison.
"Ninety-eight percent of
criminals will return to
society," Murphy said. "The
way they were treated in prison
will determine how they are
going to act when they come
out."

!

EARLY MARCH SALE!
PRINTERS·~

•

murder.
Gary Montecalvo was glad
that Murphey brought with him
five born-again Christians who
had committed felonies.

MURPHY

We are looking for high spirited, enthusiastic people who enjoy
working outdoors in the Florida Sunshine. We will train you to
promote Panama Jack Suncare and Sunwear Products while
working in Central Florida's finest resorts. Gain valuable experience in the field of public relations while earning an excellent income. Again, we are looking for people who enjoy
the outdoors!! If this sounds like something you would be interested in, please contact our Resort Pool Management office
at 345-8944 ARER HOURS 849-7871.

DISKETTES • $7.95

$175.00

SOFTWARE, PRINTERS, MODEMS, SUPLIES,
AND ACCESSORIES AT SALE PRICES.
WE SUPPORT IBM, COMMODORE, AND APPLE.

894·3304
HOURS:
MON-THURS., SAT: 10-6:30
FRrDAV: 10-8:30
HERDON PLAZA
ACROSS FROM
FASHION SQ. MALL

.SALE ENDS MARCH 17th
30%0FF list on
ALL Game Software
Knowledgeable Staff - Since 1982

SoftwareUnlimited
·

The Program Discount Store.

VANDALISM
FROM PAGE 3

··

Whisler said half of the
· department's student assistant
budget goes to the tuning and
r pair of the instruments. And
the suggestion to hire people to
patrol the practice rooms,
located on the first floor of the
Humanities and Fine Arts
Building, would be unfeasible,
according to Whisler. "The'

resources just aren't there.'
Whisler said he sees the new
corridor doors, which were
installed last November, as "a
posjtive thing.'
Dr. Joyce Clampitt, associate
vice president of_ Business
Affairs, said the custom-made
doors were put in to keep sand
from blowing into the hallway
and also for security reasons.
'Td like to keep it as secure as
possible, while not restricting
the learning process," Whisler
said.

INCOME TAX PREPARATION
W.D. HOLLAND AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

KROGER EXECUTIVE CENTER
1040 WOODCOCK RD. SUITE 217
ORLANDO, FL 32803 898-9055
Serving Orlando for 30 years.

Are you denying
yourself a better shot
at grad school?
You may, if you fail to take·a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT.
Call. It's not too late to do better
on your grad school

C

•

5

KAPLAN

l

Class starting.

MCAT MAR 11
LSAT
APR 2
APR 20

GRE

APR 7

MAY6

678-8400

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

2238

The worlds leading
test prep organization.

Winterwoods Blvd.
Winter Pk., FL

$7,500 FELLOWSHIP AT
FLORIDA ATLANTIC
UNIVERSITY
Florida Atlantic University is offering a
S7 ,500 fellowship for those qualified
students interested in specializing in
growth manage.m ent within the MPA
program. For further information and
application materials call ·Professor
Richard Brumback
(305) 393-3670 or write School of
Public Administration, FAU, Boca Raton,
Florida 33431. Deadline for application
is June 30, 1986.

,,v
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Adam Chrzan/Central Florida Future

The Suzuki jeep that was struck by Underwood's car rests on
side. The passengers' -both survived-laundry can be seen
near the wr~~9ge.

ACCIDENT
FROM PAGE 1
seriously injured, according to
the Orange Count _ Fire
Department, which arrived on
the scene first.
Officials refused to release th.e
names of th~ injured until their

next of kin could be notified.
The: two in the: jc:ep wen'
·apparc:ntly returning home
after doing their laundr_ on
campus Trooper Terry Hoops
said.
Trooper·
think
that
Underwood may have been

.,

SE~

1

LARRY'S ICE CREAM®

.

RIO PINAR'
PLAZA

Colossal Banana Splits
Buy One, Get One Free
withthisad

They're big. They're fun. They're frosty.
But most of all, they're delicious.
Larry's Banana Splits ...how can you resist?

.

·

.

.

513 S. Chickasaw Trail
2 81-6 4 6 Q

"

Special offer valid through 3-16-86 only at this Larry's location.

ACCIDENT, PAGE 7

·Child abuse
hurts
eve~.

We need your help.
For information
on child abuse or on
what you can do to
help prevent it, please
write:
National Committee for Prevention
of Child Abuse, Box
:I:_ 2866, Chicago,
Illinois 60690

•

'1lr

•

•

Before

OwnYoar Own!

you buy,

let~ compare.
Maybe I can save you
some money on insurance:

2Bed/2Ba_th Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus Alafaya Trail.

e Life

Become Your Own Landlord

• Renter/Condo
• Homeowners
• Auto/Boat/RV

Allstate·

Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
roommates to help share ex'(>enses. Come and see why and
how the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone and you'll want one

Ali.tate Lile !nauran<. Co., Nortbbroolt. IL

too!

Call me and compare.

Albt&IAI lnaurance Company

See or Phone

Jim Smith
Ph. 657~7575

-

-$399/Fii*

'

..

..
•

No closing costs.

•

Furnished model open daily
Mon-Sat, IOAM - 6PM.
Sun l 2noon - 6PM.

282-4393

7480 Aloma A venue
Winter Park, FL
32792

•

.
Sole price $52,400, 52700 down. $49,700 mortgage 9.0%

·-

.

A.R.M., plus or minus 2% annual Cap, lifetime cap 14 3/4%.

Adjusted to 1-yeor T-Bill. A.P.R. l·l.5% .

•

The Central F1orlda Fut\n, March 4,

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

lllnad . . . . . .
less air pe>llution.

KINSEY
FROM PAGE 1

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge to
qualified students . . Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information
9r an appointment.

·Myrtle White, another serials assistant,
explained that Kinsey was very detailed in the
records he kept and the work that he personally
did on books. Rather than sending out books to
be repaired, Kinsey would often get out his
mending tools and start working, White said.
He is serious about his work but he has a good
sense of humor too, Meadows said. He loves a
good joke. She said when they first moved into
the current office it was just a big open space.
Now, she said as she pointed to the maze of desks
and book shelves, this place is hard to even walk
through.
"J.C. used to tell me that he has to go by way
of New York just to get out of the office,"
Meadows said laughing.
He's a native Floridian, White said. "He's just
a typical southern gentleman."

Problems with?

Need?

Landlords?

A Will?

ELEVATOR

Insurance?

Name Change?

FROM PAGE 4

Contracts?

U neon tested Dissolution?

transportation at the physical
plant said the HF A elevator is
too small and overworked .
Acco,,rding to Clark, a five-story
structu,re like the HFA building

Police?

1986, 7

"Tlle highlight of my job," Kinsey said, "was
back when I was the chairman of the staff
council. I got together with two guys from the
computer science department and wrote a letter
to the department of administration in
Tallahassee. We wanted to get our state checks
to have check stubs. We didn't know what our
net and gross were."
"Tallahassee wrote back and said they
couldn't do it," Kinsey said. "So, I got with the
computer science department and they were
able to get check stubs for state employees at
UCF. The only bad part was waiting an extra
week for the process on each check. When
Tallahassee found out they started putting out
check stubs too."
Now that Kinsey is retired, he looks forward to
.. not having to get up at a certain time in the
morning and get dressed."
After the next freeze, Kinsey said, I'll probably
put in a garden and work in my yard. One time I
grew some tomatoes in sawdust. I brought in
two that weighed over two pounds each.
'Tm finding it hard to work today," Kinsey
said before he left for his retirement party.

needs more than one elevator.
A new elevator is being
installed by General Elevator
Corporation in the HFA
b u i lding.
Jo e
H a rris,
constru cti on supervisor for the
physica l p lant, estimated that
insta llation of the new elevator
could be completed within three

weeks.
· - .But that does not mean that
the new elevator will be in use
within three weeks. According
to Dick Lavender,actingdirector
of facilities planning for the
physica l plant, the new elevci tor
must P'.1ss inspection .
..

:ACCIDENT
FROM PAGE 6

•

._______Round trip.Anywhere we go.
This Spring Break, if you and your friends
are thinking about heading to the slopes, $e
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhound can
take you there. For only $89 or less, round trip.
From February 1 through June 15, all you
do is show us your college student I. D. card
when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will

then be good for travel for 15 days from the date
of purchase.
So this Spring Break, get a real break. Go
anywhere Greyhound goes for $89 or less.
For more information, call Greyhound .
.\\us1 prc~ma ,·aliJ l'Olll'llC s1uJcn1 l.D . t'arJ upm pun:hasc. :-<n nlhcr Ji~uun1s apply. Tkkcls
an: nnnira.nskrJhlc a~J .gnuJ fur trJ,·d un Cin.~:hounJ 1.inl's. lni.:., anJ 111hcr Jlarlidra1ing
l'arm:rs. <.cnam fl"litni:tKms appl~-. ( >tkr df,-.:uw .:! 1116. <ltkr limnt'l!. ~nl ,·aliJ in Can:iJa .

.~~~i'=
300 W. Amelia Street, 843-7720

~rinking before the accident
occured. "It's possible that the
driver of the Chevy was
drinking," Hoops said.
"He smells like booze," said
Peck. The FHP coul d not
confirm that theory without a
test of the deceased' s blood.
Ellen Sullivan of the Orange
County Medical E xaminer s
office sai d it will be a week to
ten days before a toxologists
report on the Underwood's
blood is returned. That report
will confrim or deny that
Underwood w as drinking
before the accident occured.
Hoops said the lack of skid
marks at the accident scene
indicated how quickly the
accident occured. "There was
no attempt to brake by either of
the drivers," he said.
The accident occured about
11:55 p.m. just north of the
entrance
to
Foxhunt
Townhouses. Traffic on that
part of Alafaya Trail was closed
for about two hours while
investigators studied the scene
and moved the vehicles off the
road.
Lt. Steve Carr of the Orange
County Fire Department said
his department arrived at the
scene at 12:04 a.m. , nine
minu~s after the accident
occured.
In all , more than eight
emergency units were called to
the scene.
Peck said there are no known
witnesses to the accident.
Anyone who did see the
accident should call Trooper R.
Astrella of the FHP at
423-6400 .

. Thanks toyou ...
it works ...
for ALLOF US ·
-

0

Voters can make
SG leadership
responsive to need
As the race for Student Body President gears up it is
important for students to stay aware of what is going
on. Reading The Central Florida Future is one way,
but we suggest something even better. Meet the candidates.
The Central Florida Future will be conducting interviews with candidates as we get closer to the election. ·
In those interviews we will try to address the issues important to you. But everything you read, be it an interview in the newspaper or a candidate's pamphlet, is an
interpretation. When you vote (sic) however, those interpretations should not overshadow your own. And
the only way to get your own interpretations of the
candidates is to meet them for yourselves.
This method of determining your vote, of course,
presumes that you are interested in the elections and
intend to vote. Is that too presumptuous? Is it too
presumptuous to assume that students at UCF care
about how wel1 over $1 million of their money is
spent? Perhaps.
Last year's election tallies indicate that only about
one in eight of you cared how your money was spent.
Some students have indicated a desire to abolish Student Government if a certain percentage of the student
body does not turn out to vote in their representative
elections (i.e. Student Body President Vice 'President,
Senate). But lack of turnout is an ything but a mandate
from the masses to abolish SC.
But as in any representa tive govern ment, offici als
onl y need represent those w ho elected them to successfully r eign. So, we could suggest that Student
Government does effective!. represent its consti tuenc).
T he onl y way then, that students can make Student
Government more responsive to their needs is to get
out and vote.
Candidates will begin to make their presence known
over the nex t few weeks. It is the students· respon ibility to make their presence know n, especial!; at th e
ballot box.

Stop drunk driving
We must come to grips with the realities of drunk
driving. And there is no denying the fact tha t college
students drink. Lots of people drink , and. too many of
them drive while drunk.
The idea has been toyed with time and time again
and in different forms; that the university should offer
a driving service to peopl e who are drunk and need
rides home. Perhaps the incoming leadership at Student Government could introduce a communitv service program devoted to such a project. Our millionplus Activity and Service Fee dollars would be well
spent if we saved even one life.

•

Perusing through 'Newsday'
It's time fo r another edition of " Don Wittekind's
." Toda. we will be gleaning th rough the
pages of the Monday, March 3 edi tion of the Orlando
Sentinel.
Our best bet w ill probab ly be the front page since we
know th at's where they put all of th reall important
stuff.
Cocaine: What do you know, the top story tells us
that we can t trust cocaine dealers anvmore. It seems
a bout ha lf of the cocaine seized in Florida last year
con tai ned a cancer-causing chem ical. Well doesn't
tha t just beat a ll !
The drug they use is ca lled benzene, and is known to
cause leukemi a a nd genet ic da mag<". But hey, good
news! ln the "Newsda) Quote of the Week" an EPA
specia list said, · If you ' re regul arl y sni ffing cocaine,
ou r bra in is going to get fri ed before the leukemia gets
you." T hanks guys, I'm sure we' ll all keep th at in
mind.
Shuttle safety: Her e we go aga in. In the da 's shu ttle
story we more or less have everyone pointing fingers at
everyone else. .
This senator says NASA didn't apply pressure to
launch. This senator sa ys pressure is a major factor.
Once again, there is no real news in the story, which
most closely resembl es your average afternoon soap
opera. Let's move on .
· People power: You'll remember that in the last edition of Newsday I warned Ferdy Marcos that stuffing
the ballot boxes would get him nowhere. OK, so I was
wrong, it got him a free trip to Hawa ii.
Newsda~

..
Meanwhile, President Aquino is basking in the love
of her country. She's telling all the gutter scum to move
into the presidential palace (I wonder how long that
ill last) a nd free ing a ll of the criminals that Ferdy
had in jail.
Yea h and let's throw a nation-wide keg p arty whil e
were at it. Is e ery bod happy?
UCF : My-oh-my, UCF makes the front page. Let's
check this out It cou ld be good.
Wonderful. We' re on! , mentioned beca use som e guy
wa nts to turn a ll the agricultural land nea r here into
partment compl exes. Won't that be prett ?
J:his would mean a drop in the amount of sand we
have to soak up rainwater and stuff. And that would
mean our water table would drop. And then if we're
lucky the sinkhol e institute located here at UCF would
have some good stuff to study. And further, all those
nasty lakes in the area might dry up. Isn' t it nice how
everyone helps us out?
Ah well , tim e to w rap this one up. But keep a
lookout, you never know when you'll see another edition of " Don Witt ekind's Newsday."

•

Editor:

•Sentinel report
was premature
Editor:
I am writing this letter in response to
The Orlando Sentinel's four-part series
on UCF.
As a student here , I feel their reports
are .both unfair and premature. I agree,
we have our share of problems, but their
comparing of our university with the
likes of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Harvard hardly seems
fair.
Their evaluation of our school comes
just a bit soon. Remember: our university is only 17 years old. It takes time for a
school to become well known and
respected. How great was the University
of Florida after only 17 years? What
about Florida State or University of ·
Georgia?

I'll admit, it is going to take some time
and effort to improve our school, but
please give us a chance. Everyone learns
from their mistakes .
In closing, I wou ld like to propose a
question. How great was The Orlando
Sentinel after only 17 years? Think
about it.
Chris M. Gent
Communications

•King did more
than forefathers

l'm writin g this letter in response to
the letter in the Feb. 20 issue entitl ed
" King no important man." The author
of this letter who withheld his name,
not onl y showed his ignorance to
Ameri can History, but a l o showed his
inability to distinguish fact from bigoted
opinion.
The question was asked ; wh y do we
get noon hours off for Dr. Martin Luther
King's birthday, a man who mainly incited riots, wh ile our forefathers go
unrecognized, nam e ly George
Washington and Abraham Lincoln?
I challenge the nameless writer to
search his history books for a little factual information. on Dr. King .
King was a man who fought for equal
rights for all mankind. His civil rights
movement began with a bus boycott. He
c:ontinuccl his fight for justicC' and
l'ljualily with nun- violent, pea ceful mar-
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ches. The C ivil Ri ghts Act of 1964 and
the Voting Rights Act of 1965 are both
results of King's entrepreneurial skills in
publi c policy. That is why King's birthday is cdmmemorated as a nationa l holida .
As for Abraham Lincoln doing more
for bl a cks than King, let me tell you a
littl e about the " grea t emancipator ." He
was a less than enthusiastic crusader for
abolition . It was not until 1845 that Lincoln publicly opposed slavery. As for
Washington, he was our first pre~ident .
What else did he do significantly?
If you would like Washington and
Lincoln's birthday celebrated national! , petition it. Mea nwhil e, before making erroneous remarks which exhibit
your blatant ignorance and bigotry on
matters in which you arc not well versed , try resear ching your Am eri can
Lesli Fitters
histor.y.
Biology

Opinions expreued In The Central Florida Future are those of the editor
or writer and not neceuarlly those of the Boord of Publications, unl\lerslly
administration, or Board or Regents. letters to the editor must be typed
and Include the author's slg.nature, major and phone number. letters are
subject to editing and become the copyrighted property of the
newspaper. The Central Florido Future Is a free, non·proflt twice.weekly
newspaper publlshed during the academic year.
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MAY PREVENT STROKE! . --:,-~/.:,,:
Proper diet
·
. :.::· 2·,.~;f:~H!ii
Reduce high blood pressure
.· .· .:;'1~,~~:~:%:,::.::Tt
*End smoking habit
View diabetes and high blood pressure
as high .risks
Eliminate stress
Notify your doctor of stroke warning signs
Take your medication as prescribed

mm
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Prints and
Slides from the same roll
•

Kodak~ fihn .•. Eastman Kodak's professional color motion picrure

(MP) film adapted for still
use in your 35mm camera by Seattle FilmWorks. With micro-fine grain and rich color saruration, its
quality meets the exacting standards of Hollywood filmmakers. And with wide exposure latirude, you
don't have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or caprure special effects.
Experience remarkable versatility. Shoot in low light or bright light from ASA 200 up to ASA
1200. If you're shooting in rungsten lighting, we'll color correct for this at no charge. And enjoy the
option of prints or slides, or both, from the same roll.
.
It's economical, too. For example, we'll process yoUF film, send you mounted slides, negatives and a
new roll of film-all for the incredibly low price of$4.60 per roll plus postage and handling. Quick,
convenient mail order service . . . plus substantial savings.
Try our introductory offer. Of course it costs us more than $2 to send this to you. But we're
confident that once you've tried the film, you'll become a regular customer. Why not see what this
quality film can do for your photography. Send in today!

"there has long been the dream ofonefilm that could produce everything. ...
.Such a film is here now in t~eform o/5247 . .. ,, -MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY

-----------------------------------------INTRODUCTORY OFFER
218.l
-Cll984 Seattle FilmWod:s ·

D Rush me two.20-exposure rolls of your
leading KODAK MP film-Kodak 5247® (200 ASA). Enclosed is$2.00.
I'd like to be able to get color prints or
slides (or both) from the same roll and
experience the remarkable versatility of
this professional quality film.
Kodak 5247

lS

NAME~~~~~~~~~~~

ADDRES-5~~~~~~~~~~~-

CITY

STATE

ZIP _ __

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
500 Third Avenue West, P. 0 . Box C· 34056
Seattle, WA 98124

a regiscered trademark of the F.astman Kodak Company.

*Smoking is a possible risk of stroke
For more information on stroke, write: Stroke Council,
American Heart Association, Florida Affiliate, P. 0. Box
42150, St. Petersburg, FL 33742
~
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."An investment in
:knowledge pays
i the best interest!'
Your Government has published
thousands of books to serve America.
And now the Government Printing
Office has put together a catalog
·
of the Government's "Bestsellers"almost a thousand books in all.
Books like The Space Shuttle at
Work, Starting a Business,
U.S. Postage Stamps, and
National Parks Guide and
Map. I daresay there's even
information on one of my
favorite subjects-printing.
Find out what the
Government has published
for you - send for your
free catalog. Write; New Catalog
1 Superintendent of Document
Washi ngton, D.C. 20402

Limn ofl rolb per customer.

PRESIDENT'S
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
PURPOSE:

~

The Council serves U.C.F. as official
student amb~ssadors, both on and
off campus

Candidates must have demonstrated
leadership ability in University and
comm~nity organizations.

Applications are available in Admin. ·282 and
are due for return Tuesday, March 25.

•

-Pl KAPPA ALPHA
PIKI I congratulations on being the campus
champs In basketball. Saturday the 8th
remember the paJama social with Kappa
Della .at St. Joe's. Maps for the Commando
Challenge will be In the cafeteria for those
Interested.

DILTAGAMMA
Thanks to everyone who helped out at the car,
wash. Founder's day Is this Saturday. Everyone
better get psyched spring break Is almost
here. Daytona, here we come.

SIGMA PHI INILON
SIG-EPS: Way lo go soccerheodsl Plaques
talk. bull walks. Pledges are animals. How ·
about those punctual Pi Phi's.

1983 Ford Escort 4dr auto AM-FM air power
brakes, low mites 32000 cloth Interior very
well kept priced lo sell $4200/ 282-5684 or
x2458.

Female roommate wonted for beautiful 2
bedroom 2 bath duplex, 2 blocks from UCF
only 212 a month 273-5393.

Lease with option to buy two bdrm 2 1/2
bath unit al Cambridge Circle. Call Caryl R.
Stevens Realtor Associate Attwood-Philips
Inc. 277-0493.

Female roommate. Fox Hunt Lones furnished
townhouse. 5165 per month plus 1/4 utlllttes.
Non smoker. 1 mlle from campus. Coll
351-5656.

Dodge Omni 1980 red 4 speed sunroof runs
and IOOkS great 1900 365-7637.

2 bdrm 11/2 bath twnhs. private courtyard,
carpot'1. utllltv shed with w and d hoOk up,
tennis. pool 475/mo 568-6033.

5.6 cu refrigerator gd cond only only
100.00 call 275-3939.
Is It true you eon buy jeeps for S44 through th
U.S. govemment? Gel the facts lodayl CAii
1-312-742-1142.
Ext. 689.
Pbhllae LeMans 74, auto, air, ps, pb, good
condition, $900; surfboarck:hlpped
toli-S60;cali Jo 273-6436.

DELTA

SIC~MA

Tuskawtllo condo for rent - 2 bdrms 21/2
bath. washer, dryer, dishwasher located on
pool, jacuzzi, sauna $460/mo 275-3253 or
862-1113.
s200 ror room In large house. Private bath.
Kitchen, laundry, and living carea prMledges.
5 ml to UCF. Non smoker. 677-1108 around

9Pm.
Across from UCF avall. lmmed new 2 bd/2
blh washer/dryer 275-3439.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from SI CU repair). Also
delinquent property. Coll 805-687-6000 Ext.
GH-4628 ror Information.

Pl

The spring sports sign up sheet is In the office. Both floor hockey and softball hove
opening positions. 8e a good spcrt and Join
the run. See you there!

Florido-wide retail firm seeks lull and port
time soles help. No prior experience
necessary. Ideal for students. Flexible hours
ovolioble, days, nights, and weekends.
Average pay $5.00 lo 510.00 per hour coll
Mr. Mortin 291 -1603.
Nansmoker female looking· for some to share
2 bedroom 1 both house, washer, dryer.
mic rowave, heat and air, coble. all utllltles
Included 575.00 o week plus S50.00
deposit. Call 657-4488 leave message.

Mustang '65 sparkling red. good condition,
great stereo. new seat covers. new dash.
our new raised white teller radials. plus
much more. Coll Don at 862-8749

UCF area 2 bdrm 2 bath w/ washer/dryer
d ishwasher mini blinds central o /h coll Yolando or Pedro at 282-4229 or 849-3349

75 VW Robbi! runs great 45pd. omtfm
35mpg clean car $1200 call 67 1-7852

Apt sole sofa toveseat sore table ore lamp
printer table dining rm talbe 'choirs great
prices. Coll Yolonda 282-4229.

Macintosh hard disk 20meg. 51195 external
drive Hobo S265. Upgrade to 512k S165.
Other occesories qt very low price. Coli
(305) 628-3250.

UCF area 2bdrm 2 both w1wosher1dryer
dishwasher mlnibllnds central o /h coll Ms.
Pita at 831-2411 or Mario at 356-7708.

ENTREPRENEUR - A unique marketing program
a llowing ror a great rtnoncial return.
Minimum ettort a nd o great lime Involved.
855-0615.

Duplex 1 bed carport 3 ml n of UCF In res
area large yard just oft Ala foyo on Lake
hoyes Rood. S260 month 1 year lease
365-3648 eves.

.
watch found near R-Boli courts. 2/22
call 275-1145.

7. .9097
Word processing and editing. Professional
writer and former English/Business teacher.
Reasonolbe rates CAii Jan 855-4077.

Total Secretarlal Services Term papers
resumes, reports etc. Nothing to big or loo
small, lost accurate service at affordable rees.
657-0705.

TYP ING. FAST ACCURATE
657-9015 or 657-9073.

RE ASONABLE.

Just g ood fa st typing 10 percent student
discount. Free pick up, delivery c reative
communications 339-661 3.

Pocket hundreds weekly malling commission
circula rs! no quotasl Rush sell addressed
envelope to : DJH PO Box 678606 Orlando
Fi. 32867.

Typing and word processing in my W.O. co
home. Experienced. 656-9558.

Earn money on all magazines sold on campus. Need people to pest information. Good
protil Write BPC, 8218 Hardy, Overland Pork.
Ks 66204.

EXPERT TYPING: 24 years exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. correction of spelling, grommer punc.. and editing Included. Reosonolbe. Coll Bea. 678- 1386.

Need a job? Evening hours. Flexible/loo 20
hrs wk. Nea1 U.C.F. 5.00/ Dollars hr. Cali Eric
678-8088.
SSSIMMEDIATE CASHSSS
For coins, stomps, or baseball cords.
CAii Bill 671-5466.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. 515,000-550,000/yr
Possible. All occupations. CAii 805-687-6000
Ext. 4628 for Information.

tr yours

•

-· ewimlNK, LTD
A word processing servlCe ror rost. accurate,
professional typing of tenn papers, reports,
thesis, resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles. Speillng
• checker. 'Pick up and delivery.

Typing quality; Term papers, !hells. doc!..
medical, legal, resumes. ltrs. Notary service.
Good rotes. UCF emp I ml from campus Martt
365-6874.

Macintosh, Apple llC and Apple II E systems
and accessories - unbeatable prices-coll for
quote 859-4006.

LAMBDA EPSILON CHI
LEX meeting Friday Morch 7 EN 121 11:00
nomination of offices for 86-87. Membership
certificates will be awarded. Anyone interested in low is invited to attend.

•

SUMMER AND CAREER JOBS AVAILABLE!
Resort Hotels, Cruise Liners and amusemant
porks ore now accepting applications for
employment! To recleve on application and
lnloonatlon, Write: Tourism Information Services P.O. Box 7411 Hiiton Heqad Island, SC
29928.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services. All work prepared
on commercial word prossessors for e rror free
neatness. We use IBM Equlpment Leiter quality
printer not dot-matrix. Free rough drolls and
revisions. Some day, weekend and over ntngt
service ovolioble. 3 locations. Coil 671-3007,
352-9007 or 660-1007.
RESUMES AND COVER LffiERS
Designed/Revised/Typed - 657~0_07~

You are Invited to the World Club. Join our
other exparties, tt1ps, dances, and
citing events. our events ore Joyful. Join us
and share our Joy and fun. Write us so we
can send you on Invitation: 1he World
Together PO Box 1269 Altomonte Springs Fl
32715.

monv

JUDO CLASS- Beginners and experience
players welcome. M-W 7-8:30p.m. multlpurpose room in Ed bldg. Feb-MorcP free to
newcomer~. Coll 695-7536 after 6 p.m.

•

~·

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. confidenttat, Individual
counseling. In W.P. 14 US W. Fairbanks: one block ""
west od 17-92 Mon-Sat. Cali 647-1477 we can
help you.

ABORTION SERVICES CENTER - Free
Nitrous
Free p regnancy test, low cost birth c ontrol.
Morning ofter treatment. Confide ntia l, p rivate.
Women owned-a special approach lo health
core.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk south of Colonial otf Mills
422-0606 or toll free 18004328517.
SS off with this ad.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information,
pregnancy tests and councelling. VD screening, tow cost, confidential services.
CENlRAL FLORIDA WOMEN'S
HEALTH ORGANIZAllON

NEED ANYTHING TYPED& CALL JEAN at
628-2608 ans she will d o it. Reasonable.

•

•

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
5135 million plus In financial old went unused
lost yea r. Freshmen, Soph., ongoing
gra duate students; for help cashing In on
those funds, co ll Academic Doto Services
toll free 1-80 0 -544-1574, ext 639, or write
P.O. Box 16483, Chattanooga, ln 37416.
l<t
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THE BEST CHOICE
~

LOW RATES
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new cars & trucks
...with air c o nditioning
...from compact to full-size

CASH DEPOSITS ACCEPTED

•

RENT OR LEASE
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FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE.
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• 12-15 passenger vans available
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7133 S. ORANGE AVE. ORLANDO .
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CHAMP IS HERE!

By ROSANNA ALLISON

· Perform a death defying act-exercise!!!!
Inactivity causes that constant "tired" feeling, fatigue for mild exertion, and
·deterioration of your body-heart, lungs,
blood vessls, and muscles, leaving it more
vulnerable to illness.
Three fitness priciples will enable you to
get maximum cardiovascular benefit from
exercise: frequency, intensity and time.
Frequency is how often you exercise per
week. If you exercise less than three times
weekly, your cardiovascular level declines.
If you exercise three times weekly, your cardiovascular level can be maintained. If you
exercise four times weekly, your cardiovascular level will improve.
Intensity is how hard you need to work to
maintain or improve cardiovascular fitness.

This is based on 60% to 80% of your maximum heart rate.
Time is how long each exercise session
needs to be. Fifteen minutes or more of continous cardiovascular activity, at 60% maximum heart rate, is recommended. It's best
to start your exercise with a warm-up and
follow with a cool-down.
Start developing an improved self image,
feel better, sleep better, and give yourself
more energy, than just that needed to
watch TV.... exercise. After a while you begin
to enjoy it and it becomes part of feeling
more alive.
Call 281-5841: for more information, to sign
up for a fitness/lifestyle assessment (via
CHAMP), or for advise on exercise prqgrams.
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East Regionals.
Schenk said that if the
FROM PAGE 16
wrestling team was competing
- - - - - - - - - - at the Division II level this year
UCF would have four definite
All-Americans who have AI°l-Americans (himself, Smlth,
wrestled at UCF. Neuner would Bouchard, and Neuner) and a
become the ·first All-American possible one in Pistone.
Bouchard competed in the
at the Division I level.
Two of the 11 former tournament with an assortment
. Division II All-Americans of injuries including a sprained
competed at the Eastern ankle, to'rn ligaments in his
Regionals. Two years ago, when knee, a hyper-extended elbow,
UCF was still a Division II and a separated shoulder.
;chool, Schenk and Smith each · Bouchard's main concern
claimed
those
honors. was not his injuries. "My
Unfortunately, neither was able biggest concerri about going on
to advance to the national thjs trip is missing school
tournam~nt by winning at the because I'm missing two

WRESTLING

.

t101.0£W "CATE

~H1f(£S£ m:s~tm~~

$3.75 .

F~ ALL YOU CAN EAT p ~
LUNCH BUFFET.

THE HAIR SHOP
~ Precision Sfyle Cut $9~0Q ·
~
FULL SERVICE SALON

·c·hoice of Entree & Dessert
FOR TAKE-OUT AND
CATERING PLEASE .CALL

281·0330

Buy one & get

E. COLONIAL .DR.

2nd half pricel

between
436 & Goldenrod

DINNER ONLY

6440

--

Than ks to you ...
it works ...
for ALL OF US

WALK-{NS WELCOME

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

M-F 11 :00 to 2:.QO

NIGHTLY -~APPV DINNER: $7.50
INCLUDES: Soup, 3 Appetizers, your

midterms and one other test."
Be ca use the wrestling team's
budget could not support the
trip to Pennsylvania, each
wrestler had to raise $300.
Neuner said, "I don't have any
money. I can't pay my bills. I
hap to borrow the money from
my brother."
In an effort to save the team
money, Coach Cucci qrranged _
for the team to go to
Pennsylvania via Houston by a
cargo plane. The team had to
endure six hours ~f total flight
time.
After the tournament, the
team headed for Atlantic City
for relaxation purposes.

282.•1700

Daily 9·5 8t Thurs. 'til 8

•

,_
I'

United way

·JOU Students.

Hey there buckaroos, what do you think is going to happen when you
graduate? Do you think that Santa Claus is going to plop that ideal job
in your lap for being a good little boy or girl. Pa-ha-ha. If this is what .
you bank
on for the future of your career, good. That gives those of
us w:ho are already getting hands-on experience a better chance ..
However, if you would like to ''wake up and smell the coffee,'.' get over
· •
-~. and apply for one of the
to ~
r\~1 ·he Central Florida Fbture following positions.

News reporter, Confetti writer, Sports reporter,
and Photographer.

NOTICE· H.P. PRICE REDUCTION!
.
IN TERNATION·AL CALCULATOR & COMPUTER
IS NOW BEATING ANY DISCOUNT PRICE OF
HEWL·ETT·PACKARD CALCULATORS·
.

.

.

.

.

1

.'

BRING _
IN A COPY OF THEIR AD!

WE WANT vou·R BUSINESS!
Students!

Work Smart.
Work Simply...With Hewlett-Packard!
Whether you ·re in Science, Engineering. Business, or Finance, your classes are
challenging and loaded v.~th tough problems.
.
Cut those problems down to size with an HP calculator. Built-in functions and timesaving features like dedicated keys are as close as a single keystroke.
Get your HP calculator today.
rh;.-w HEWLETT
~~PACKARD

NEW LOWER PRICESI
HPllC
$52.38
HP41CV $157.14
HP12C · · $89.52
·HP41CX $223.81
- $89.52
. HP718
HP15C
$425.00

I NTE RNATIONAL

Calculator & Computer

· 2914 Corrine Dr. ·Orlando,. FL 898-0081

. Jf
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Head-towards
HOME PLATE
this week, .> ·
·and CATCH ·
the Knights.

•

•

..

•

UCF Baseball Team vs. liberty Baptist
March 11 /Tuesday /7:oo·p.m.
March 12/Wednesday /7:00p.m.
~ Admission Free
UCF Baseball Field

•

•

,
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Ski team glides to victory

Wednesday Is

by Candace Cline

COLLEGE NIGHT

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The UCF ski team took five
out of six events to capture their
second water ski tournament of
the year.
In the slalom, Kent Garner
led the men's team into a first
pla ce victory with his run of
two buoys at 35 feet off.
Jennifer Leech.man led the
women's lea rn with a run of five
buoys at 32 feet off.
In
th e
trick
skjing
competition, UCF wrapped up
a first place finish in both the

At

94rn AERO

SQUADRON

men's and women's divisions.
Jeff Garner led the men's
competiton with a score of
2790, while Julie Zeisler led the
women's team with a score of
l
2290.
In the men 's jumping event,
Greg Weston placed first
overall with a spectacular jump
of 137 feet.
Overall, the UCF men's team
finished first while the women's
team came in a close second
behind the women's team from
Rollins.
The tournament was held at
Eckerd college.

·A RESTAURANT
·-

~

..

9 PM - 2 AM

A Full Service Hair Salon

,~~~

20% Discount ·

~'ll\I

WITH UCF 1.0.

WEDNESDAY

C

16 ounce Draft Beer - $1.00
Strawberry Daquiris . . 75¢
Margaritas 75¢
Bottled Beer $1.50
All Mixed.Drinks 2 For I
I

, .

G:\.
\l \)

894-3313
COLONIAL PROMENADE
4332 East Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803

"Good friends .
don't let good friends
·smoke cigarettes:'
Larry Hagman

94 RICKENBACKER DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32803
(305) 898-425 I .

Cigarettes aren't good for your friends.
Adopt a friend who smokes and help ·em quit
today. You'll both be glad tomorrow.

t

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIElY'

Let us plan ·your
Spring Break!
Ships Registry
Bahamas

Now Only

$44

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Breakfast Buffet
Full Casino
Deep Sea Fishing
Sun & Deck Games
Prizes (like Champagne)
Bingo • with Cash Prize
Lunch Buffet
Las Vegas-Type Show
Sunset At Sea
Dinner Buffet
Hottest DISCO At Sea

273-9123

1

1~
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Lady Knights rally to beat Stetson Hatters, 88·79
by Chris Richcreek
SPORTS EDITOR

. The Lady Knights used a strong second halt
performance to vault to a 88-79 victory over
Stetson's Lady Hatters Saturday night.
Kristy Burns poured in 31 points as UCF won
their 12th game in 26 outings. The win also gave
the Lady Knights a 4-6 record in NSWAC play
and ·a fourth place finish in the conference
standings.
The Lady Knights came out sluggish in the
first half, and quickly found themselves trailing
a spirited Stetson squad, 17-10, with 12:16 left
to play in the first half.
With about a minute left in the half, UCF
moved to within a point at 38-37. However one
final Lady Hatter burst gave Stetson a
confortable 44-39 halftime lead.
At the half, Kristy Burns led the Lady Knights
in scoring with 17 points. However, UCF was
way below their normal 51.5 percent shooting
from the field, nailing clown only 43 percent of

their field goal attempts.

Donna Lindsey/Central Florido Future

Kristy Burns, proving that she is not just an offensive threat,
goes up to block a shot in a recent game.

Dieidre Hillery had nine first half points for
Stetson.
UCF fought back in the se.cond half ·and
actually went ahead when Kristy Burns scored
on a pass from Julie Cardinafe.
The Lady Knights then ran into trouble, as
front line players Patz and center Christine
Strahl both had to sit down with four fouls
api~ce . Stetson used this to their advantage, as
thPv m1irkly took a 69-63 lead with about eight

Thanks to you ...
it works a••
for ALL Of US

Sound off against noise pollution.

Give a hoot.

Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. tR

United way

Our warehouses here at the
Government Printing Office
contain more than 16,000 different
Government publications. Now
we've put together a catalog of
nearly 1,000 of the most popular
books in our inventory. Books like
Infant Care, National Park Guide
and Map, The Space SNuttle at

Work, Federal Benefits
for Veterans and
Dependents, and The

minutes left in the game.
Fueling the Stetson run was former Orlando
Luther star Kathy Baldwin. Baldwin, who
would finish with 22 points, hit many medium
range jumpers to spur on the Lady Hatters.
UCF fought back behind the play of Burns,
Cardinale, and Terri Jo Wendt. With 6: 11 to
play, Burns scored on a fast bre-ak 1ayup to make
the score 71-70 in favor of the Lady Knights.
The lead then changed hands six times, then
after a Cardinale basket, Burns hit on another
fast break layup to make t.h e score 79-76 in favor
of the Lady Knights. UCF would not trail again
in the game, outscoring the Lady Hatters down
the stretch, 9-3, to ice the victory.
Besides Burns' 31 points, Patz finished with 19
points and five rebounds. Cardinale chipped in
14 points and dished out 10 assists. .
One of the keys to the Lady Knigths second
half surge was their shooting from the field.
UCF scorched the nets to the tune of 60.6
percent in the second half, while Stetson
connected on a respectable 53.6 percent of their •
field goal attempts.
Another key for the Lady Knights was tht'
defensive job done on Stetson's star center Dallas
Boychuck. Boychuck, the Lady Hatters leading
scorer, was held to only six points and six
rebounds in 40 minutes of action.
Stetson finishes with a 3-7 conference record,
. and a 12-14 record overall.
The Lady Knights, who honored their five
seniors before the game, finished the season with~
a 11-4 home record. They will play in the
NSW AC tournament this weekend.

A

Back-Yard Mechanic. Books on
subjects ranging from
agriculture, business, children,
and diet to science, space
exploration, transportation, and
vacations. Find out what.the
Government's books are an about
For your free copy of our new
bestseller catalog, writ~-

931

New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013

Bestsellers
UCF GYM 2:00 PM MARCH 5 FREE ADMISSION

LOVE IS STILL POSSI LE IN A

J
....

·Rl

•
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Knights travel· to Tinker to tangle with Twins
t>y Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

, The UCF baseball team will hit the
field with the big boys ~hen they travel
to Tinker Field tomorrow to take on the
Minnesota Twins at 1:30 p.m.

•

The game will be the first exhibition
game for the Twins this year, who do
,;lot officially open their exhibition
season until Saturday. The exhibition
between the two teams is a traditon
which has been carried on for five years.

The Twins lead the series against the
Knights, 5-0.
The Twins are looking at a roster of
44 players; 18 pitchers, six catchers,
eight infielders, and 12 outfielders.
The Twins are planning to start left
hander Frank Viola. In for relief for
Minnesota will be another southpaw,
Bill Lantham. Also on schedule for
Wednesday if they are needed will be
right hander Tom Burns and Frank
Eufemia.
Depending on which pitcher the

The

£;:~;:::.r::=:
,.,..f ll(~

.

In the outfield, Mickey Hatcher wi11
be out in left, Kirby Puckett will be in
center and right is a toss up between five

FROM PAGE 16'

1p..1e.. o.uro01A~\ufol"1
IOQOI0)000fC< •OC'lt1Htf1
llM:

The spot on second is between Steve
Lombardozzi or Chris Pittaro, who was
acquired in a trade from Detroit. Thrid
base will be covered by Gary Gaetti and
shortstop will be a toss up between Greg
Gagne or Roy Smalley.

EVENT

Way to
Help •••
=~~~o.i,n

Knights sta~t, the Twins will play either
Mark Sales or Tim Laudner in the catching postion. Manning first base for the
Twins will be all-star Kent Hrbek.

• •• is to
become

UNITED

commissioner, Peter Ueberroth has also taken a brave
stand by handing out one year suspensions to those
, players who were most prominently involved in last
year's Pittsburgh drug trials, in which baseball was
highly discredited on the witness stand due to the
effects of cocaine and other such drugs.
' The players can dodge the suspensions if they
complete a program set up by Ueberroth. They must
go through random drug testing for the rest of their
careers, give 100 hours of drug-related community
service in the next two years, and give 10 percent of
their salary to drug-prevention programs.
This is obviously a program intended to remind the
players what they have done to baseball, to the loyal

roo~ies.

The Twins have about a dozen rookies
on the roster. They also have 25 players
who finished off last season with the
team, and four who arrived in o(f season
trades. The new players will be coming
to the Twins from the Mets, the Tigers,
the Red Sox, and the Indians.
The Twins will also take on Rollins
College Thursday and have scheduled
two intersquad games, today and Thursday.

fans that follow the game, and to themselves. Dale
Berra, one of the seven players forced to participate in
the program, was all for H, saying he wanted to do
what "was right for baseball."
This brings us to our jerk of the week award, which,
not surprisingly, comes from the other side of New
York. Mets first baseman Keith Hernandez, another of
the seven players in the program, has decided to file a
grievance in order to overturn the ruling by Ueberroth.
Come on Keith, who are you kidding? Most people
are thrown into the slammer for dealing with drugs,
yet you just got your hand slapped. You may not have
been pleased with the decision, but just how many fans
do you think would be pleased back in St. Louis if they
had ' know 11 you were out on first base under the
inf I uence c)f some sort of drug. Stop being selfish and
realize that you are lucky to have the opportunity to
play pro ball, and when you abuse the opportunity,
you must be punished.

.' -

ENTER THE

HIGH ·LIFE®

WINifttFI

•

SWEEPSTAKES

•

You,could win $10,000 plus a trip for four to
the College Basketball Finals!
Grand Prize:
$10,000 plus a trip for four to the College Basketball Semi-Finals
and Finals March 29-31 in Dallas, TX
5 First Prizes:
Sl,000 plus a Giant Screen TV to catch all the play-off action
25 Second Prizes:
VHS Video Recorder/Player
1, 000 Third Prizes:
Official Al McGuire Sports Bag

• efi,JU 1!J fJliR I
/tJ
olJ_JOU c/o:

uJ/;J

r-------------1 cm:;;;,
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORMl
I ~
IWIN~FINALS
ISWEEPS1JU<ES

I
I
I

(PLEASE HAND PRINT)

HIGH LIFE.

I

HOW TO ENTER:
To be eligible to win a prize you must
complete this entry form and mall to:
MHL "Win the Finals" Sweepstakes
P.O. Box 4945
Blair, NE 68009

II

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY
TELEPHONE

{No eo. '"""·""'I

STATE

ZIP_ __
GE

Yes, I would like to attend the College Basketball Finals with All
His seat number Is: Section _ _ Row _ _ Seat _ _

I

I

I

I
1

OFFICIAL RULES
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Here's How To Enter:
1. On an official entry form or plain piece of 3" x 5" paper, hand print your name and address and indicate the section
row and seat number appearing on Al McGuire's ticket to the College Basketball Finals.
'
Please note: the section, row and seat number appearing on Al McGuire's ticket can be found on specially
designed Miiier High Life. "Win the Finals" sweepstakes displays at your participating Miller High Life retailer.
If you cannot fmd the special Miller High Life "Wm The Finals" Sweepstakes number, send aself-addressed stamped
envelope to: Seat Number Request, PO. Box 4046, Blair, NE 68009.
Limit ~ne request per e~velope. Requests must be received by Feb. 28, 1986. Residents of the state of WA only need
not attu< postage to their self-addressed envelope
2. M~il vo~r entry in a hand-addressed envel_ope no larger than 4Va" x 91/2" (#10 envelope) to: Miller High Life "Win
the Finals Sweeps~akes, P.O. Box 4945, Blair, NE 68009. Enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be mailed
separately and received by March 19, 1986. We cannot be responsible for lost, late or misdirected matt.
3. Winners will be determined in a random drawing from among all entries received under the supervisio1. f the O.L.
BLAIR CORPORATIO~, .an indepen~ent judging organizati9n '.-"hose decisi9ns are final on all matters relating to this
offer. ~n ~rd~r to be eligible for a pnze, you must correctly indicate the section. row and seat number appearing on Al
McGuire s ticket to the College Basketball Finals.
.
4. ~his sweepstakes is. open to ~esidents of the United States who are of legal drinking age in their state of residence
at time of e~try. The ~1ller Bre'.l'mg Con:ipany, Philip .Morris, Inc., their distributors. affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising
an~ promotion ag~nc1~s .. retail alcoholic beverage licensees and the employees and families of each are·not eligible.
Thi~ sweepstakes 1s void mthe states of KS, MO, OH, TX, VA, WV, and wherever prohibited by law. Limit one prize per
family. Taxes on priz~s ~re the ~ole responsibility of prizewinners. All federal, state and local laws and regulations
apply: The od~s of wmnmq a pnze .depend up.on the number of eligible entries received. No substitution of prizes is
permitted. Prizewmne~s will b~ ~bl1g~te~ to s1g~ and return an a~1davit of eligibility within 5 days of notification. In
the event of noncompliance within this time period, an alternate winner will be selected.
5. Grand Prizewinners and trave.li~g companions must be ~f legal drinking age in the stale of Texas and must agree to
return a~d depart ~n dates spec1f1ed by the spons~r. Any priz~s retu.rned to the sponsor or to the D. L. Blair Corporation
as. undeliverable will be awarded to an alternat~ winner. All prizes will be awarded. The approximate retail values of the
prizes ar~ as foll~ws:. Grand Pnze-$14,000; First Prlze-$3.tpl ea.; Second Prize-$350 ea.; Third Prize-$6.50 ea.
6. For a list of pnzewmners, send a separate, self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Miller High Life "Win the Finals"
Winners List, P.O. Box 4950, Blair, NE 68009.
© 1986 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee, WI
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UCF takes two of three games
by Scott Wallin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Over the weekend the UCF
baseball team picked up a pair
of wins while dropping a game
to Rollins to put their overall
record at 7-6.
On Saturday UCF defeated
St. Joseph's (Pa.), 9-3, in the
afternoon game.
T railing 1-0 after the top half
of the first inning, Knight third
baseman Scott McHugh took
away the only St. Joseph lead of
the game with a three run
homer.
UC F pit c her.s Carmen
Lombardo and Tommv Neild
combined for six ;traight
s coreless innings , with
Lombardo picking up his first
victory of the year. Neild
retired nine of ten batters,
yielding only a walk.
Reliever Randy Snodgrass
was touched for two runs on
one base hit in the top of the
eighth, but the Kn ights
countered with three runs of
their own.
Vince Zawaski blasted a
bases loaded triple to right field
to provide UCF with insurance

runs.
UCF was not as fortunate in
the nightcap. Playing against
crosstown rival Rollins College,
UCF dropped a 6-2 decision to
the Tars.
Rollins pitcher Brian Meyer
went the distance, holding UCF
to only six b.1se hits and striking
out nine.
Jose Soto and McHugh had
sol e RBI's to pr~vide the only
Knight scores. The Knights
s trand e d t e n base runners
because a lack of hitting failed
to advance an y runners to the
plate.
Russ Manion {1-3) took the
loss after pitching 5.1 innings.
Manion gave up six earned runs
on six hits.
In Sunday's 9-4 triumph over
Villanova, four UCF pitchers
. combined for only six hits by
the Wildcats. UCF nqw holds a
4-0 series record lead over
Villanova .
Doug Swanson pitched in
relief of starter Rob Kendall for
the win. Jeff Colton and Rich
Polak finished the final two
innings, allowing no hits.
Offensively, the Knights used
a thirteen hit attack that
produced at least one base hit

Donna Lindsey/Central Florida Future

Infielder Brian Riggin leads off first base against St. Joseph's on Saturday. UCF beat St.
Joe's, 9-3.
from every starter, with the
exception of third baseman
McHugh.
Shortstop Odie Koehnke put
UCF on the scoreboard first
with an RBI single in the
bottom of the third.

The fifth inning was UCF's
most productive. Trailing 4-2,
UCF batted around the order
once, producing six runs. Brian
Riggin accounted for three of
those runs with a bases loaded .
triple.

Villanova starter Steve
Zolner was tagged for eight
earned runs on eleven base hits.
Thursday's rained out game
with Rollins was rescheduled
Monday night at 7:15.

•

Baseball, NBA take steps in fighting drugs
Wrestler's Aide
Ma ny things are starting to happen as far as
Wrestler's Aide is concerned. However, some basi c
information is needed before something of this
magnitude. can take place. First of all , would you , the
student, support this event? In this case, it would detail
showing up and support ing a concert of some sort.
Secondly, what type of music are you interested in?
Those interested in playing in the evei:it are curious as
to what the student body at UCF would like to hear?
We need response from the student body, because you
are the ones that will make Wrestler's aide a success or
a failure . Write me, call me, let me know one way or
the other what is going on in your mind, because I
can't read it.
Correction
I would personally like to make a correction on a
story I wrote last week . In "Football signs 29", Gene
McDowell was quoted in the paper as saying, "It is
obvious we have a fine university here because we
don't have the football players yet today we signed
excellent football players who are also very good
students." This is inco rrect, due to a typing error. It
should say, " .. .because we don't have the football

UPCOMING EVENTS

-

Obviousl y, the first statement is highly
incorrect, and I did not in any way mean to offend the
football team. (And no, I did not do it deliberately.
Really, Gene, I didn'. t.)
Basketball
It was nice to see that the NBA has finally put some
teeth in their drug program. This past week,
.professional basketball, led by Commissioner David
Stern, booted guard Michael Ray Richardson out of the
league due to his third run-in with drugs. Richardson
has had a history of drug probJems, and had been
nailed for drug use twice before the NBA's drug
program went into effect.
Under the drug program, a player who is caught
us ing drugs for the first time is suspended with pay,
while undergoing rehabi litation . The second bout with
trad1t10n ...

.

Date

Sport

Opponent

Time <p.m.) .

March 4

Baseball

Catawba

7:00

March 4

Tennis (m)

Furman

2:30

drugs earns a player another suspension, this time
without pay. The third time spells doomsday for the
player, as he is expelled from the league and cannot
appeal for reinstatement into the NBA for two years.
Although seemingly harsh at times, the drug
program has been effective. However, this is the first
time that a player has been banned from the league.
(John Drew was also expelled from the league, but he
was not an activ~ NBA player at the time of his
expulsion.)
Richardson knew he was playing with fire when he
used drugs, but he continued to return to the fireplace.
He was finally burnt, and burnt well. It is a lesson the
the players of the NBA. H you use drugs, be prepared to
take the consequences. Richardson was a talented
player, yet he let drugs control his life, and eventually
destroy a promising career
A round of applause goes to the NBA for their firm
stance.
Baseball
Speaking of striking out (no pun intended) against
the scourge of mankind known as drugs, baseball's

~

..

Baseball

St. Joe's

7:00

March 5

Tennis (w)

FAMU

2:00.

March 7

Baseball

Catawba

7:00

March 7

Tennis (m)

Ball St..

2:30

March 8

Baseball

Vilianova

2:00

March 9

Baseball

Michigan

2:00

March 9

Tennis (m)

Hampton

10:00 (a.m.)

•
•

SEE EVENT, PAGE 15

.Neuner goes to nationals
as ·ucF finishes tenth
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

March 5

•

The UCF wrest] ing team, led by l 90
pound class junior Paul Neune r, placed
tmth out of 36 schools a t the Eastern
region a ls wrestling tourn a ment a t Kutz
Town U niv e rsity in Kut z T o wn,
Pennsy lvani a.
s~,\'~n UCF at hl etes partic:i 1)ated at the
weekPnd long event.
In addition to Coach Pat Cucci and
Nruner making thr trip. 142 pound
<'lass -;cnior Trrnt Smith, 150 pound
<:lass senior ~1ikr Bouchard, 158 pound
(.'lass junior Russ Sclwnk, 177 pound
(.'lass junior 'v 1c Pistone. and
hcav\wc1ght freshmen Hal Crowlev all
mad~ the trip as we'll.
'
Neuner, who had wrestled at
heavyweight a ll season long, cut down

to 190 for the end of the season *
tournaments. In his weight loss process ,
Neuner shed 35 pounds.
Neuner said, "This is the first time
ever I've had to cut weight. Everyone
thought tha t I wasn' t going to make it."
Neuner also said that he cut his weight
beca use it would give him a better
cha nce to win the regiona l tou rnament.
If Neun er w restl ed a t heavywe ight, he
wou ld have had to wrestle opponents as
much as 75 pounds heavier than
himself.
Neuner, by taking the 190 pound
(,'las~. now qua I if ies to wrpstlc in the' •
national tournament. lf he can place• in
tlw top c•ight at the national tournanwnt.
hdd at Oklahoma Stale niversitv in
tv./o WC'eks, he 'A ill bceomc an ,A llt\ mcrican. This would add to a list ot l l

SEE WRESTLING, PAGE 11

